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NO UNNECESSARY BIN ENTRIES

WORK SAFE, NOT HARD!
The Daay Power Sweep can be manufactured for bins from 15’ up to 66’. It is designed to be fully
submersed in grain, and has the ability to perform single or multiple passes. The Daay Power Sweep
has a flexible pivot joint and stabilizer arms to allow it to move independently from the gearbox,
allowing the sweep to adjust to variations in the floor height. It also has adjustable stabilizer arms to
accommodate variations in the bin size and roundness.
The Daay Power Sweep has a capacity of 5,000 bu/hr at 350 rpm tightener shaft speed. The drive is
driven by the paddle chain, eliminating the need for another power source. The paddle chain moves
grain gently and evenly to the sump. The rubber drag also helps clean the floor for minimal sweeping.
Making the job of emptying grain bins safer and easier.

Call us: 800-557-4689 Visit us online: www.daaybinsweep.com
Features:
• Powered by the power gearbox so there is no 2nd motor or power cords.
• Has a single, segmented 5” x 8” x 15” tire.
• Non jack system allows for minimal entry once Daay Power Sweep has been started.
• The drive wheel is closer to the center of gravity, so the weight of the sweep is transferred to the tire,
better eliminating the need for a weight bracket.
• The flexible pivot joint transfers the power from the gear box to the sweep and gives you the flexibility to slow down
or speed up the speed of the paddle chain to better match the bushels per hour of the reclaim system. This will
prevent overloading of the sweep and reclaim due to excessive capacity.
• The inclined pivot section allows the sweep to work on most systems that are designed for a power sweep, even
on types where the center sump offset from the gearbox. And it will still maintain max capacity!
• Pivot kits are available for new installs and for retrofitting your existing power sweep reclaim system.
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